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Abstract

Simulating an accurate barotropic tide solution in a global ocean high resolution (1/12°) model is challenging. The tide modelling in an ocean global model is complex which is mainly due to the presence of high frequency processes and to the sensitivity of bathymetry variations.

The main focus of this study is on the implementation of a new barotropic tide solution in order to ensure an accurate barotropic tide without disrupting the eddying general circulation. To do so, different solutions will be tested. The first, classical, one is to modify/improve the tide dynamics in the model (bathymetry, bottom friction, tide loading and tide dissipation via internal tide generation). A second solution is through assimilation of data coming from the state of the art tide model FES2014 (see below). It is the essential step before doing realistic simulation of baroclinic tides.

The NEMO model (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (https://www.nemo-ocean.eu) is a platform for ocean modelling developed by a European consortium, Madec (2008). The NEMO model is widely used in the CMEMS framework in an operational context for short term ocean forecasting but also for longer ocean reanalysis.

This project will use the global configuration at 1/12° named MFC-GLO used in CMEMS that explicitly solve the barotropic tides from an astronomical tide potential.

This study will also use FES2014 (Carrere et al., 2016) which is the last version of the FES (Finite Element Solution) tide model developed in 2014-2016.

1. Detailed description of the study

This project aims to improve the barotropic tide solution in the global NEMO model. Different solutions are proposed in this study and detailed below. The improvement will be tested in the global configuration at 1/12° named MFC-GLO used in CMEMS, based on comparison with observations.

1.1. Bathymetry changes

First, we will improve the bathymetry that is a crucial parameter for the tide accuracy and particularly on the continental shelf. For oceanic tide purpose, the LEGOS laboratory maintains and periodically updates a global bathymetry dataset that we will use and interpolate on the NEMO grid.

An optimization work will be done on the (i) NEMO bathymetry, (ii) the coastline and (iii) the sea/land mask in particular areas of interest where tidal wave propagation is important.

1.2. Self-attraction and Loading (SAL)

The second improvement deals with the Self-attraction and Loading (SAL) effects driven by the tidal forcing itself, see Hendershott et al., (1972). In a global configuration, these effects have to be taken into account in order to achieve a reasonable accuracy for the sea surface elevation variations associated with tides. The SAL effects can be calculated from the ocean model mass field at every time step. However, solving for the SAL at every time step is extremely expensive for a hydrodynamic time-stepped model, as discussed by Stepanov and Hughes (2004). In this study, we plan to use a self-consistent method similar to the one used in Ngodock et al., (2016) to compute the SAL effects. It consists of applying a first guess of the SAL determined by a calculation based on earth elasticity model coupled to a tide atlas such as FES2014. This gives a first surface elevation that is then used to compute the final SAL to be applied. The final elevation field is then corrected from this SAL effects.
1.3. Wave drag parameterization
The third improvement deals with an accurate estimation of internal tide energy loss near rough bathymetry by the linear topographic internal wave drag parameterization (see Arbic et al., 2010). Indeed, a $1/12^\circ$ ocean model is able to generate 70% of observed internal waves (Nugroho et al. 2017, Niwa and Hibiya 2011). Thus 30% of the tidal energy dissipation by internal tide generation is not solved. In addition internal waves are often dissipated numerically at the wrong places (Nugroho et al. 2017). In this study, we will take into account an accurate estimation of internal tide energy loss and implement a wave drag parameterization coming from FES2014 in the NEMO model.

1.4. Assimilation/projection of the FES2014 solution
The last development concerns a new methodology. It is based on an original idea that consists in the modification of the tide generator (the astronomical tidal forcing but also the dissipation terms) so as to reproduce a solution close to the FES2014 solution, which are the state of the art tide solutions in the oceanographic community. The FES 2014 solution will first be projected on the NEMO grid and the tide generator will be modified so as to exactly reproduce the projected FES2014 velocity fields and the associated free surface variations. This method has no overhead CPU cost and allows a better separation of the slow and rapid (tide) ocean motions, so that different bottom drag can be applied to the slow circulation. In classical methods, this requires time filtering of the total currents, a step requires additional computations, which will be avoided here.

2. System description
2.1. Ocean Model configuration
The NEMO model (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean (https://www.nemo-ocean.eu) is a platform for ocean modelling developed by a European consortium, see Madec (2007). The NEMO model is widely used in the CMEMS framework in an operational context for short term ocean forecasting but also for longer ocean reanalysis.
This project will use the global configuration at $1/12^\circ$ named MFC-GLO used in CMEMS that explicitly solves the barotropic tides from an astronomical tide potential.
Two global ocean configuration of NEMO will however be used in this study: one with $1/12^\circ$ (3–9 km) horizontal grid spacing (ORCA12) and one with $1/4^\circ$ (10–27 km) grid spacing (ORCA025), the latter being used for quicker tests of the assimilation/projection method. Both configurations have 75 z-levels in the vertical direction with thicknesses ranging from 1 m at the surface to 480 m near the bottom at a maximum model depth of 7 km. The bathymetry used in these configurations is based on GEBCO08 and has been interpolated on the NEMO grid without any smoothing. The bathymetry has been locally modified by hand editing mainly in the straits and passages where the sill depths have a major influence and constrain the transports.

The model is forced at the surface with three-hourly atmospheric fields from ERAinterim reanalysis (ECMWF), which is converted to surface fluxes using the bulk formulae coming from IFS model. Coastal and rivers freshwater inputs are a monthly runoff climatology built from (Dai and Trenberth, 2002). The model includes atmospheric pressure forcing and tidal forcing for 11 tidal constituents, the latter are applied to NEMO as additional atmospheric pressure forcing. The 11 tidal constituents are made up of two long-period tides ($M_f$ and $M_n$), the four largest diurnal ($K_1$, $O_1$, $P_1$ and $Q_1$), the semidiurnal ($M_2$, $S_2$, $N_2$ and $K_2$) and one non-linear ($M_4$) tidal constituents.

This NEMO configuration uses the non-linear variable volume (VVL) scheme for the free surface. The k-ε turbulence closure, implemented inside GLS (Generic Length Scale) formalism (Umlauf and Burchard, 2003) is used for vertical mixing. The LIM 3 ice model will be used (Rouset et al., 2015).

2.2. Tide solution
FES2014 (Carrere et al., 2016) is the last version of the FES (Finite Element Solution) tide model developed in 2014-2016. FES2014 is based on the resolution of the tidal barotropic equations (T-UGO model/ http://sirocco.omp.obs-mip.fr/ocean_models/tugo) in a spectral configuration. It is an improved version of the FES2012 model (Carrère et al., 2012).

3. Planning
3.1. First year 2019
Some preliminary tests will be done during the first year in order to validate/test the barotropic solution (2D) of NEMO. Different simulations will be done to test:
- The new bathymetry
- The SAL effects
- The wave drag parameterization

All test simulations will have a 1-month duration to test the barotropic tide solution and should not exceed 3 months, both with ORCA025 and ORCA12.

The total duration should not exceed 1 year for the ORCA025 simulations and 6 months for the ORCA12 simulations.

3.2. Second year 2019
The new approach, i.e., the FES2014 solution projected on the NEMO grid will be mainly tested with ORCA025.
Finally, a one-year simulation of ORCA12 (the best solution) should be produced in order to validate both the 2D and 3D fields. The total duration should not exceed 2 years for the ORCA025 simulations and 1 year for the ORCA12 simulation.

4. Numerical cost

4.1. SBU

As mentioned above, two model configurations will be used. ORCA025_LIM3 (global NEMO model at 1/4° and LIM3 ice model) will be used for basic tests, and ORCA12_LIM3 (global NEMO model at 1/12° and LIM3 ice model) is the target configuration. The two model configurations will be used with the same vertical discretization of 75 levels. The computational cost of the ORCA025_LIM3 configuration is 100,000 System Billings Units (SBU) per year simulated. The ORCA012 computational cost is about 40 times greater than ORCA025 which gives approximately 4,000,000 SBU per year.

4.2. Storage

In order to validate the barotropic tide in NEMO, all experiments planned within this project with the ORCA025 configuration will have a time duration of 3 months at the most. Some test experiments with the ORCA12 configuration will have a time duration between 1 and 3 months but the target experiment (second year) is at least a one-year experiment.

The NEMO output will be saved hourly for SSH, barotropic velocities and SST. 3D variables such as U, V, T and S will be saved daily (average), yielding ~4.6 TB for one year with the ORCA12 configuration.

The storage space estimated for a 1-year (cumulated test simulations) of ORCA025 simulation is 150Gb for hourly 2D fields.

The table hereafter summarizes the costs (SBU and storage):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ORCA025</th>
<th>Storage for 2 years (Gb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>year 1</td>
<td>year 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBU</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of experiments</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORCA12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBU</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
<td>4,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of experiment</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>1 year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SBU</td>
<td>1,100,000</td>
<td>4,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,450 Gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4,900 Gb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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